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Introduction

“And this is the victory that has overcome the world—our faith,” (1 John 5:4).
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Every four years, nations from around the world send their best athletes to compete in the ultimate sporting event. Each
nation selects the best gymnasts, swimmers, ball players, athletes of all kinds, and forms them into teams that compete for
the honor of their nation. Those teams work together to win a medal for their nation. Each athlete strives toward two goals
when they are working to win a medal: to achieve their personal best and to win a victory for their nation. But just because
athletes are grouped together, that doesn’t make them a team.

There’s a difference between a group and a team. A group is just a collection of people or things. A team is organized. A
team has a goal. A team works together, pooling their resources and skills, maximizing their strengths and minimizing their
weaknesses. Athletes from each nation may come to compete together, but unless they work together as a team, they have
small chance at victory.
We are all affected by team dynamics every minute of every day. Our families, our friends, our schools, our workplaces, our
hobbies, not to mention actual sports teams; they are all groups of people with similar goals or interests, but when they
organize and work together, they become a team.

A class of students can be just a group of kids of a similar age. But when that class works together to achieve a goal, they
become a team. A family can be just a group of people that happen to live in the same house. Or a family can be a team that
works together to make that house a home, that works together to support each other, that helps each other grow stronger.
A church family can be just a group of people who happen to gather in the same location to worship. Or a church family can
become a team of people that support one another, that help to strengthen one another’s faith, that combine their efforts to
carry that faith to the world. A strong faith empowers us. We’re told in 1 John 5:4, “And this is the victory that has overcome
the world—our faith.” John understood that to conquer the hurdles of this earthly life, we need faith. We can grow that faith
when we’re part of a team that works together.
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A number of qualities make a team successful, and the Bible is full of stories about people who exemplify those characteristics. Individuals from both the Old Testament and the New Testament demonstrate how vital teamwork, selflessness, devotion, leadership, and faith are to living lives that honor Christ and one another. Throughout this VBS, you’ll have an opportunity to share some of those stories with your students, while simultaneously introducing them to stellar athletes who personify each of these qualities.
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Are you ready for a team-building VBS guaranteed to run circles around the competition? If so, then lace up your running
shoes and head with us to the track for a gold medal-winning experience!

Sa

Look for
this symbol in
Block Five Track Events
for ways activities can
be altered to be inclusive
for differently abled
students.
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Awarding Medals
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A victory for a Christian doesn’t look the same as a victory for the world. During the Summer Games medals are given to
those who run fastest, jump highest, are strongest. For a Christian, victories happen when we keep pace with the slowest of
our team, kneel low to help those who are down, and allow God to use our weaknesses to show His might.
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Use this VBS as a time to encourage your students to enact the lessons they are learning. Award medals when your students
show teamwork, are selfless, show devotion, lead by example, and show their faith in the way they act.

There are several different ways in which you could choose to award medals to your athletes. Learning the Bible is an excellent way to start. Each student’s Door Decoration will have a space for five Medal stickers, one for each memory verse. When
your student is able to recite a memory verse, give them a Medal sticker to place on their Door Decoration. Your class can
also win medals by completing the Events in each lesson. You could also award medals for acts of service. Look for those
who hold doors open, who help to clean up, who befriend visitors. Then there are team medals. Award medals to the class
who is quietest or who is the fastest to take their seats when told to do so. Award medals to the largest class or for the class
with most visitors. Award medals to the class with most memory verses memorized. Encourage competition among the
classes, but emphasize the combined medal count of all the classes in your VBS. Each medal won is a victory won for Jesus.

In Preparation for Class

Before VBS begins, read this book in its entirety. Gather all the materials for each lesson in advance. Last-minute preparation
only adds to the stress level. Each lesson has its own materials list for your convenience.
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Visual Aid packets are available to help you decorate your classroom and present your lessons. You may also choose to decorate your room with the overall theme for this series. During this VBS your students are learning to be part of Jesus’ Team of
Champions. The Summer Games only occur every four years which makes this a perfect time to decorate in a truly golden style.
This VBS is specifically a Track and Field theme, but other sporting items could also be used. You could set up a training area
with weights and other sports training equipment using the Locker Backdrop as a background.
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Hang the Welcome Banner near the entrance to welcome your athletes as they arrive. The directional signs from the Sign Assortment
will point the way to Servant Stadium (auditorium) and Disciples’ Locker Room (classrooms). The start of the Summer Games
each year is the lighting of the cauldron. You can draw one on butcher paper, place a large urn on a podium, or learn how to
make your own cauldron with “flickering flames” using directions from our Pinterest page. Then have a relay using the 3-D Tissue Torch. Hang the Go for Gold Banner where it will be a shining encouragement for your team. You can also create a medal board
where you can tally your Gold Medal Stickers.
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And don’t forget the Jumbo Cutouts of our team, some of the fastest animals we know,
Blur the Cheetah, Bolt the Blue Wildebeest, Dash the Pronghorn Antelope, Fleet
the Falcon, and Jett the Brown Hare. Let our ideas be a starting point for your own
creativity. Tap into those creative minds in your congregation early, and give them
a chance to create a memorable setting for these lessons.
Strive to go into this teaching opportunity with a positive attitude. You will likely
have many of your congregation’s students in class, along with friends and neighbors who get invited. You never know who God might bring to your class or the
lasting impact you might have on students and their families. Early preparation will
help your confidence and increase your effectiveness. Be flexible and have fun!

Most importantly, prepare for yourself a good attitude. Teaching can be a stressful experience, especially during Vacation Bible School, when attendance is up
and your class is overflowing with students with whom you may not be familiar.
Remember that preparation reduces anxiety, and the happier you are, the happier
4your students will be and the more they will learn. Good luck! Have fun!

Be sure to check
out our Pinterest
page for some
great decorating
and snack ideas!
pinterest.com/
promiseVBS
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Teamwork
Lesson One
Memory Verse:
Ecclesiastes 4:9
“Two are better than one,
because they have a good reward for their labor.”

Reproducible Pages
Available on the
Multi-media CD!

Bible Story:
Friends team up to bring a paralyzed man to Jesus
(Mark 2:1-5)
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Song Suggestions:
Victory in Jesus
They’ll Know We are Christians
Blest Be the Tie That Binds
Who Will Follow Jesus
God’s Family
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Preparatory Considerations:
1. This class is divided into seven “blocks” of instruction. To ensure that all the material is covered, you will want to consider
carefully each block of instruction in preparation for class.
2. Read all the Scripture referenced in the lesson.
3. Make

sure that all materials are prepared for the students’ use. The following materials will be required for this class:
• Student Books
• Visual Aids—Champion Memory Verse Poster for Lesson One
• Visual Aids marked Lesson One—Teammate Traits Letters reproducible
• Bible
• markers (Block Five)
• cardboard rolls, like paper towel rolls (Block Five)
• heavy card stock and tape (Block Five)
• tubs or boxes, two for each team (Block Five)
• masking or washi tape (Block Five)
• scissors or craft knife (Block Five)
• box or sack (Block Five)
• chalkboard or whiteboard (or butcher paper and markers) (Block Five)
Lesson One
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Warm Up

Block
One

• Welcome students.
• Record attendance.
• Introduce the theme.
small chance at victory. During this VBS series, we will
be looking at some of the greatest athletes in the world
and the ways in which these athletes worked together
with others to excel. There are certain qualities and
characteristics that athletes must work to possess in
order to come together as a victorious team. Those
same qualities enable Christians to work together as a
team to share our faith with the world.
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A. Begin by welcoming the students to class. Be sure to
introduce yourself and each of your co-teachers as Athletic
Trainers. You may decide to allow the students to introduce
themselves. Ensure that visitors are recognized.
B. Ask the students if any of them can define the word team.
Ask them to name some of the greatest teams in history.
Possible answers might include Super Bowl winners, World
Series champions, Stanley Cup winners, or their local high
school teams that have won major tournaments. Ask those
students who gave responses to provide reasons why those
teams were great. After a few minutes of discussion, give
students the definition of a team. A team is “a number of
persons acting together with a coordinated effort and
collective efficiency.” This means that a team is a group
of people who work together well and produce greater
results together than they could individually. This also
means that the greatest teams in history, by definition,
are those whose members were the best at working
together to produce results. A team is not a group of
individuals who are each doing their own thing.
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C. Introduce the VBS theme: Every four years, nations
from around the world send their best athletes to compete in the ultimate sporting event. Each nation selects
the best gymnasts, swimmers, ball players, athletes of
all kinds, and forms them into teams which compete for
the honor of their nation. But just because a group of
athletes are grouped together, doesn’t make them a
team. Unless they work together as a team, they have
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D. Instruct your students to look at the people surrounding
them. During this VBS you will have the opportunity to
become a team with the people sitting next to you, the
most important team in the world, Jesus’ Team of
Champions.
You will also be studying unlikely teams from the Bible,
groups who worked together so that their victory of
faith could overcome the challenges of this world. We
can learn valuable lessons from these teams about
what it means to be a part of Jesus’ team.

Introduce the VBS theme verse: “And this is the victory that
has overcome the world—our faith” (1 John 5:4). This world
tells us that we only need ourselves, that we don’t have
to rely on, depend on, or need anyone to be empowered.
The simple truth is, when we team up with others working toward the same goal, we are stronger than we could
ever be alone. As Christians we have a leader who is selfless, devoted, and leads by example, a leader who
empowers us with a faith that will bring us victory.

Teamwork

Block
Two

• Introduce the lesson topic, Teamwork.
• Explain that teamwork can only happen when you work together to
achieve a common goal.
• Explore characteristics of a good team.
governing body denied their appeal. Due to a seemingly tiny mistake, the victory was lost, a heartbreaking
example of how our individual actions can affect the
whole team.

There is likely a type of team they didn’t mention, track and
field. Track and field is unique in that it is both a team
and an individual sport at the same time, much like
Christianity.

C. Like track and field, our lives are simultaneously an
individual and a team sport. Using our God-given talents
is each individual’s responsibility to the team. We each
have our own tasks to complete, our own talents to contribute, and when we fall down on the job, we leave our
team hurting. Because one runner was a step outside
the hand-off zone, the entire team lost the medal.
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A. Ask the students: If Christianity were compared to a
sport, would it be most comparable to an individual
sport (golf, tennis, racing, wrestling, etc.) or a team sport
(football, baseball, basketball, etc.)? Allow discussion.

Christianity could be compared to an individual sport
because each of us is responsible for our own actions.
Our victories are won or lost with our own individual
faith. Christianity could also be compared to a team
sport because our individual actions can either build
up or tear down our teammates, can lead others to
Jesus or turn them away. Like a team sport, how we act
and react to our spiritual teammates is key to our individual spiritual success.
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B. Tell the students about relay teams. In the world of
track and field, few people demonstrate teamwork better than a relay team. Comprised of four exemplary
runners, relay teams rely on practice so that they can
perfect both their timing and their execution. The goal
of the race is to pass a baton among the four runners in
specific zones, while simultaneously doing so faster
than every other relay team. Should they make the
hand-off in the wrong zone, the team is disqualified. If
they drop the baton during a hand-off, the team is disqualified. At the same time, each runner must accomplish the hand-off while already in motion. If a runner
took the baton from a teammate from a complete stop,
the team would lose significant time. The precision
required to time the hand-off from one runner to the
next and not lose speed or momentum is considerable.
Though made up of four individual runners, the team
works as a single unit in pursuit of a single goal.

What happens when we don’t complete the tasks, even
the seemingly unimportant ones, that contribute to the
whole of the team? In 2008, a USAF aircraft named the
Spirit of Kansas crashed due to moisture in three of the
air pressure sensors. A maintenance crew actually discovered the sensors’ vulnerability to moisture in 2006,
but failed to pass along the information. If they had
communicated with their team, they might have saved
a $1.4 billion aircraft. (No pilots were injured in the
making of this story; they safely ejected.) What small
things do we overlook in our day-to-day lives that
might make a huge difference to our team?

Extra: Open a web browser search engine, and type in
“Relay Handoff” to find a video describing how much work
goes into the training for this type of teamwork.
In the 2016 Summer Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro,
the U.S. Men’s 4x100 relay team just missed the medal
ceremony at Olympic Stadium after they were disqualified because the lead runner passed the baton to the
next runner prior to entering the hand-off zone.
Officials from the U.S.A. Track and Field organization
filed a late appeal to overturn the decision, but the

Extra: Open a web browser search engine, and type in
“Kindness Boomerang” or “Quaker Oats The Note” to find
videos showing how small acts of kindness can make a
huge difference.
Display the Memory Verse Poster for Lesson One, and have
one of your students read the verse: “Two are better than
one, because they have a good reward for their labor”
(Ecclesiastes 4:9). This verse is pretty self-explanatory.
When two people team up, work goes faster, things go
smoother, and more gets done. The Bible is filled with
teams of people who worked together, combining their
efforts to accomplish God’s goals. The Israelites teamed
together to conquer the land God had promised them.
Jesus put together a 12-person team of disciples whose
goal was to take the gospel message to the world following His resurrection and ascension. And four men
teamed together to take their friend to a man they
believed could heal him.

Lesson One
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Block
Three

Friends Bring a Paralyzed
Man to Jesus
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• Explore the Bible story of a paralyzed man whose friends teamed up to take
him to Jesus for forgiveness and healing.
• Discover that an empowered faith is all we need for Jesus to extend forgiveness.

A. Explain that during this VBS, we will be studying teams
of champions from the Bible. Instruct the students to turn
to page 1 in their Student Books where the lesson text has
been written, and allow them to read the text at this time.
Text is taken from Mark 2:1-5.
B. Examine the Bible story with the students by discussing
the following questions and answers. The answer that follows each question below is often merely an opinion.
Allow the students time to discuss their own answers
before leading them toward a conclusion.
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• How were these friends acting like a team? One aspect
of good teamwork is striving to help your teammates
improve. This team of friends believed that Jesus could
improve their friend’s life, so they did everything in their
power to get their friend to Jesus. Another aspect is providing a skill your teammate lacks. Their friend lacked the
ability to move, so they worked together to take him
where he needed to be. An aspect of good teamwork is
determination. They believed so firmly that Jesus could
help their friend they carried him through a crowd and
tore open a roof, risking the anger of the very man they
hoped would help their friend.

m

• How do your friends compare to these four men? Do
they bring you closer to Jesus or further away? Do you
work together as a team to support each other?
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• Read Mark 2:5 once again. Notice how Jesus acted
after seeing “their” faith, indicating that it was because
of the faith of the paralyzed man’s friends that Jesus
was willing to help him. What are some ways out faith
in Jesus can help or impact others? Explain.
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• We also read in Mark 2:5 that, upon seeing the paralyzed man, Jesus immediately said, “Your sins are forgiven.” Does this strike you as unusual? Why would
Jesus forgive the man’s sins rather than heal his legs?
We cannot fully know Jesus’ motivation, but there could be
more than one reason Jesus responded this way. First, at
this time it had long been believed that physical deformities were a result of a person’s sins. If a person lived a sinful
lifestyle, it was believed he would be punished with some
physical ailment such as being blind or crippled. Secondly,
it is possible that Jesus wanted to first cause a stir in the
hearts of the scribes who were in the room because only
God could forgive sins.
• Read Mark 2:12 once again. What was the ultimate
result of what started out as four men teaming together to help their friend? The ultimate result was that God
was glorified.

• Have you and your friends ever worked together to do
something for someone else? For each other? If not,
brainstorm ways you and your friends could team up to
achieve victory through faith.
*To provide a better understanding of the Bible story, supply
the students with the following background information.
• Jesus probably spent more time in the city of
Capernaum than any other place. It was the home of
several of His disciples, including Peter, Andrew, and
Phillip. The city was located along the northwestern
shore of the Sea of Galilee.
• Houses around Capernaum in the first century did not
have a true foundation, which limited the strength of the
roof. For this reason, roofs were typically made of thatch,
which was comprised of wooden beams overlaid with
palm branches and dried mud. This would explain why
the men could dig through the roof easily and without
getting the owner of the house too upset.

Training

Block
Four

Teach the importance of working together.
Influence
• Proverbs 12:26—“The righteous should choose his friends
carefully, For the way of the wicked leads them astray.”
• 1 Corinthians 15:33—“Do not be deceived: ‘Evil company
corrupts good habits.’”
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A. Refer back to the Memory Verse Poster for Lesson One.
Our memory verse for today’s lesson demonstrates that
working as a team is to our benefit: “Two are better
than one, because they have a good reward for their
labor” (Ecclesiastes 4:9). A family or church family that
works together can accomplish so much more. Cleaning
by yourself could take hours. But when you all work
together, one putting things away, one dusting, one
vacuuming, one cleaning bathrooms, a job that could
have taken all day goes much faster. When you team up
to work in the yard, a job that could have taken all
weekend, instead is done in hours.
Even our solitary activities, like homework or household chores, can affect the performance of the whole
team. If you don’t load and turn on the dishwasher, the
dishes your family needs to prepare and serve dinner
aren’t available. How might that affect your family? If
you don’t do your homework, end up failing a class,
have to retake that class in Summer School, how might
that affect your family? If your parents don’t take the
family car for regular services, and it breaks down, how
might that affect your family?

Support
• Proverbs 17:17—“A friend loves at all times, And a brother
is born for adversity.”
• Ecclesiastes 4:12—“Though one may be overpowered by
another, two can withstand him. And a threefold cord is
not quickly broken.”

Teammates must be able to rely on one another, support one another. We need each other. None of the men
on the roof could have accomplished this feat alone. It
takes more than one to carry a bed, more than one to
lift it to the roof, and more than one to lower the man.
God did not make us solo Christians. You can go further, you can last longer, you can do more WITH others.
Though the church serves many purposes, one of its
largest, most noble missions is that it provides a community in which God’s people can flourish.
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Extra: Open a web browser search engine, and type in
“nine soldiers scale a twelve foot wall” to find a video
showing an amazing example of teamwork.

Our teammates can have a profound impact on us. We
should be careful what teams we join. We need to be
sure that we are teaming up with people who will lift us
up, not drag us down. In the same vein, we need to
make sure we are contributing to the team. As the
memory verse for this lesson has already taught us, we
are better together because we have a reward for the
work we’ve done. Are you being a good teammate by
leading others toward the reward found in God?
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B. Teamwork is definitely the way to go. But what are
some characteristics of good teamwork? The story of
the paralyzed man shows us several. Instruct the students to turn to page 2 in their Student Books to the section titled, “On the Right Track.” Discuss the four characteristics of teamwork listed there. Then have your students
take turns reading the verses aloud. Instruct the students
to write the verses under the characteristic of teamwork to
which they think the verse applies.
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Challenge
• Proverbs 27:17—“As iron sharpens iron, so a man sharpens the countenance of his friend.”
• Hebrews 10:24—“And let us consider one another in
order to stir up love and good works.”
Good teammates will encourage and challenge one
another to improve. Many athletes use fitness accountability partners. Accountability partners help each other
make fitness goals and stick to them. They challenge
each other to push harder, run faster, work longer.
Christians should do the same for each other. We should
lift up those who are feeling low, guide those who have
gone astray, challenge those who are coasting by.

Honor
• 1 Corinthians 10:31—“Therefore, whether you eat or
drink, or whatever you do, do all to the glory of God.”
• Matthew 5:16—“Let your light so shine before men, that they
may see your good works and glorify your Father in heaven.”
Teams work together to achieve a goal, to bring honor to
their country, or to win glory for their team. Or in this
case, bring glory to God. When those men gathered up
their friend and carried him to Jesus, they probably
weren’t thinking about giving glory to God. They were
just trying to help a friend. When we work together for
the good of others, our teamwork can lift people’s eyes up
toward the Lord, and we become champions in God’s
eyes. Can it be said that others glorify God because of
your actions on behalf of others? Is God glorified as a
result of your friendships?
Lesson One
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Block
Five

Track Events
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• Reinforce the lesson.
• Create a hands-on learning experience that will solidify the lesson in the students’ minds.
• Have fun!

Materials needed: markers
		
cardboard rolls like paper towel rolls
		
heavy card stock and tape
		
tubs or boxes, two for each team
		
masking or washi tape

Pass the Baton

Before class, prepare one set of Memory Verse Batons for each team. For each set of batons you will either need 14 cardboard rolls
or 14 pieces of heavy paper rolled into a tube and taped closed. Write one word of the Memory Verse for this lesson on each baton:
“Two are better than one, because they have a good reward for their labor.” Place each set of batons in a tub or box.
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Relay teams are usually made up of four members. You can
divide your students into teams of four or more members. In a
large, open area mark a long line for each team. At one end of
each line, place a box of Memory Verse Batons. At the other end,
place an empty box. Have your teams space themselves out
side-by-side along the strip of tape.

If you have
students who are
differently abled, have them
hold the box to catch the batons
and call, “Next,” when the baton is
dropped inside. Or they can stand
with you at the start of the line
and hand the baton to the first
teammate in line. You may need
to pat their shoulder
to prompt them to hand
off the baton.
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Before the activity begins, read Ecclesiastes 4:9, “Two are better
than one, because they have a good reward for their labor.” SAY:
Relay teams perform drills to improve their speed and accuracy when they are passing the baton. We are going to practice a similar drill today. When I say, “Go,” the first teammate
in line will take one of the batons and pass it to the teammate next to him. You will pass the baton as quickly as possible down the line. When it reaches the last teammate in
line, she will drop the baton into the box next to her and
call, “Next!” When the first teammate in line hears that, he
will begin passing the next baton down the line. When the
first teammate in line picks up the last baton, he will call,
“Last!” When that last baton has been passed down the line
and is placed in the box, the last teammate will call, “Done!”
When all of the batons are in the box, the teammates will
work together to put the Memory Verse batons end to end
in order along their strip of tape.
Added Fun: Change up how your teams pass the batons.
Instead of side-by-side, have them stand all facing one way so
they pass by extending the baton behind them. Have them
bend over and pass the baton through their legs. Have them
close their eyes. Have them do a spin before passing the baton.
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Teammate Traits
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Materials needed: Visual Aid marked Lesson One—Teammate Traits Letters reproducible
		
card stock
		
markers
		
scissors or craft knife
The Teammate Traits Letters reproducible is
		
box or sack
also available on the Multi-Media CD
		
chalkboard or whiteboard (or butcher paper)
		
masking or washi tape

Before class begins, reproduce and cut out the Teammate Traits Letters reproducible file. If you have a larger class, you might want
to print several copies. Fold all the pieces so the letters cannot be seen, and place them in a box or paper sack. Clear an open area
in the classroom with a chalkboard or dry erase board on one end. (If you don’t have a board available, you can hang two large
sheets of butcher paper, one for each team.) Draw a vertical line down the center of the chalkboard. On each half of the board,
number down from 1 to 15. Place the box of Teammate Traits Letters on the floor in front of the board, between the two teams. At
the other end of the open area, place a piece of masking or washi tape behind which the students will line up.

Added fun: Allow students to come up with a fun name for their team,
and write their team name at the top of their half of the board.

If you have players
who don’t work well under
pressure, you might want to turn
this into a team activity. One player
will choose a letter, run the race, write
the word on the board, while the rest
of the team will call out suggestions for
the player to write. Let the teammates
volunteer to be the player,
allowing every one who wants
to a chance to play.
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Divide the students into two equal teams, and have them
line up behind the taped line. SAY: What are the characteristics of a good teammate? How many do you think
you can list? When I say, “Go,” the first player on each
team should race to the chalkboard, reach into the
box, and remove one piece of paper. Using the first
space on the chalkboard, the player must then write
down one characteristic of a good teammate. The only
catch is that this characteristic must begin with the
letter you have drawn. For example, if you draw the
letter R, you can write reliable, relentless, or reassuring.
If you are unable to think of a characteristic after a few
moments, you may pass. After you have written down
a characteristic or have passed, you should race back
and tag the next player in line. The first team to record
15 characteristics of a good teammate wins. Upon conclusion, encourage the players to think about what they
want in a teammate and look for those characteristics in
others.

Team up
players who have
mobility issues with
a buddy who can
run the race
for them.

Block
Six

Allow the students to complete the activities from Lesson One in their
Student Books.

Training Manual
Lesson One
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